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During the last ten years patents directed to luggage scan- 
ning apparatus began to appear inthe patent axt. Absent from 

that entails exposing two or moreimages of the same object, 
each taken from a slightly different perspective. If the 
perspectives are too different, that is. ifthere is too much 
separation of the X-ray exposures, the image wil l  look flat 
Yet with a slight separation, a stereo -on, interference 
occu~s. Herein a system is prov ided  for the pmdudion of 
stereo pairs. One perspective, a left or a right perspective 
angle, is first established. Next, the other perspedve angle 
is mmputed. Using these left and right perspectives the 
X-ray sources can then be spaced away from each other. 

the variety of approacbesinthe art is sterwscopicimaging 

6 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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ARTICLE SCREENlNG SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENm m RJZKrED 
APPLICNIONS 

There are no applications related to this application. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY- 
SPONSORED RESE9lRCI-I OR DEWXOPMENT 

The invention described in this patent was made by an 
employee of the United States Government and may be 
md- and used by or for the G0v-t for gov- 
ernmental pluposes without the paymeat of any royalties. 

This invention reiates to &Teenkg apparatus particularly 
suited for screening &les or objects such as assembly line 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

pam and baggage. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Considezing h t  the baggage aspect, &ring the last ten 

yea~~patentsdkctedtoluggageinspectingapparatusbegan 
to appear in the patent art. Recently there has been a 
significant incmise in patents rclaring to luggage scamhg. 
each with adifferent approach. Ihaahgthese approaches, 
the invention that is the subject of U.S. Pat. No. 5,247561 
is basedoncompton scattering. comptcm Bcatterin g i s  
propomonalto mass density. Energy snchasx-rays applied 
toluggage . .  ismaaaed,da- - 'd 
image of the objects mthecontaimis amstructed In U.S. 
Pat No. 6,304,629 a conveyor belt passes through an 
isolaring tunnel which is a d s t a u t d  - ydoseda reao f the  
tunnel that is sealed-off by cllrtains so that no X-rays will 
leak out The X-ray baggage system disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 6,088,423 uses three parallel stationary beams of X-rays 
in an enclosed tunnel. The parallel rays are spaced from each 
other in the tunnel along the direction in which baggage 
moves through the tunnel. The three fan beams pxuduce sets 
of scan lines from which X-ray attemab 'on data are mea- 

various patents such as U.S. Pat. No. 5,796,802, US. Pat. 
No. 6,256,404, and US. Pat No. 943,388 directed to tome 
graphically produced X-ray images. Computed X-ray 
tomography is atechnique which has been inuse in medical 
applications for more than 20 years. In U.S. Pat. No. 
5,7%,802, in order to save additional time required in 
computed tomography, the data are h t  only parthlly ana- 
lyzed. From this pre-selected, pxe-smxned, data it is deter- 
mined whether a physical at&ibute of interest is present In 
U.S. Pat No. 5,943,388 a plurality of X-ray detectors, each 
having an output which includes at least two threshold data 
levels, are utilized Display means responsive to the plurality 

energy bands. In the computed tomography system of U.S. 
Pat No. 6,256,404 the computed tomography machine scans 
the field of view to generate scan data Using the size and 
location of the scanned object two portions of pixels in the 
field of view are identified Only pixels that provide infor- 
mation related to the scanned object, the first portion of 
pixels, are processed during image reconstruction. 

A study of the difFerent detection technologies in use 
today reveals that although the use of a linear detector array 
allows a high inspection speed, its output signal does not 

scatter spectra analysis enables a better detection and much 

sured. The background section of that patent lefm to 

of x-ray detectors produce tomographic images for merent 

provide ~UfIiCienty detailed information. A coherent X-ray 
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2 
lower false alarm rate (~1%). but it is more time consuming, 
leading to a lower throughput. Dual energy detection sys- 
tems base their decision on an estimation of the density of 
objects in a bag or other container. This is done by a 
comLined evaluation of two different X-ray images gener- 
ated at two different X-ray voltages (e.g. 150 kV aed 75 kv). 
The approach involves dedicated image pxucessing to sepa- 
rate difFenmt objects superimposed on om another in the 
projected image. The measured densities are compared with 
library values of densities of known explosives. This multi- 
view technique uses two X-ray system with two different 
views (bottom view, top view). The estimated material 
density values genenlted from the two-projection image 
pixel data are compared with the typical density data for 
identifying image objects. 

It can be seen that the prior art illustrates the conclusion 
reached in U.S. Pat. No. 6,088,423 that existing baggage 
inspection systems meet some but not all of the inspection 
needs. Thus, three dimensional technologies are utilized but 
only as tomographic and dual energy techniques. Absent 
from the variety of approaches discussed is stereoscopic 

tures to discover the shape of an object, amore effective way 
would be to use two or more images of the same object each 
taken from a slightly different perspective or viewpoint If 
there is too much separation or devialion of the x-ray tubes 
the image wil l  look W, or the result may be a depth 
perception which is exaggerated or reduced. Indeed, the 
stereo pairs may not fuse at all, with the viewer seeing two 
separate images. Yet with a slight separation intedemre 
occu~s, possibly explaining why stereoscopic systems have 
not been employed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
stereo pairs create three dimensional images when bin- 

ocular disparity cues are correct. Binocular disparity 
depends primariiy on both the distance of the x-ray source 
to the projection plane or target, and the sepamtion of the 
right and left X-ray devices or tubes. In the case of X-ray 
scanning, when the binocular disparity is within correct 
limits, the X-rays from the two X-ray tubes converge at the 
target. This convergence results in cross exposure 
i n t e r f m ,  to be discussed hereinafter in more detail, 
leading to blurred images. This is an undesirable condition 
which, as pointed out, may have been the barrier to the 
stereo pairs approach to object scanning. Rather, when 
multiple X-ray sources have been used they have been 
oahogonal beam x-ray system in which x-ray beams were 
projected at right angles toward the top and a side of an 
O b j e c t  
An object of this invention is to provide a system for 

scanning articles such as luggage and other objects by the 
proauction of stereo pairs. Assuming that the articles are 
traveling from left to right, this is accomplished by the use 
of left and right X-ray tubes aligned on a common line in the 
same plane above the path, and by left and right X-ray 

the tubes. An appmpriate, or desired, left viewpoint or 
perspective angle is h t  established, d * . 1 b y t h e  
angle formed by the common line and a line to the target. 
Next, a right Perspective angle is computed using the 
distance fiom the left X-ray tube to the target, the distance 
from the left X-ray tube to an imaginary point, and the 
distance fromthat imaginary point to the target. The imagi- 
nary point is a point which is within the stereoscopic range 
on the common line between the tubes. 'Lhe computed or 
determined right perspective angle, then, is aright viewpint 

imaging techology. Rather than relying on shades or tex- 

sensors disposed below the path to sense x-rays emitted by 
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from a slightly different perspective leading to a stereo pair. FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic representation showing how the 
Using these left and right perspectives, or perspective left and right perspective angles are derived. 
angles, the left and right X-ray sources or tubes can then be FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a scanning 
spaced away from each other an actual distance such that the system including left and right X-ray sources so disposed 
stereo base is greater than a normal stereo base required for 5 that their s t e m  base is within the hyperstereo range. 
a stereo Pair of This Spacing eliminates cross FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating certain functional 
exposure interference while still 0b-g X-ray exposures components rendering the stereo scanning system opera- 
from two slightly different perspectives. Since the articles tional. 
are traveling 0x1 a conveyor belt, or otherwise, from left to FIG. 5 is an isometric view of an exemplary embodiment 
right the two images required for stereoscopic vision will 1o of a stereoscopic 
have been sensed in sequence, although they are out of order. It has been previously that 3-D images requite 
To this end a sensor is used to determine luggage belt that a stereo pair of images be sensed. In stereo pairs a 
positions further enabling an estimate of the coordinates of different perspective to each eye is if the separation 

graphic data for objects appearing within the field-of-view 
of sensor along with the belt coordinates of the center- separation range, for two X-ray sources is one-twentieth to 
of-view for each sensor, respectively. The processor pro- one-fiftieth Of the distance from the x-ray source to the 

a continuous sequence of stereo images for projection Plane or object. However, when this separation or 
display by retrieving left and right radiographc stereo base is maintained, cross exposure interference 

images with similar belt coordinate estimates for msmis -  20 results. It has also been noted that the left Q and right (R) 
sion to the stereo display device. A human operator upon x-ray emitting tubes must be figned on a common line in 
viewing the stereo radiographic pairs may control the belt the same plane. FIG. 2 illustrates a method by which the 
motion and display sequence to more closely examine or right X-ray source can be separated from the left source by 
re-examine items through interaction with the operator con- more than the stereoscopic distance to avoid the interfer- 
trol interface panel. 25 ence. Dashed line 8 represents the common line. The X-ray 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE source is represented as 10 with left tube L emitting X-rays 
INVENTION 12 toward target 14 at a predetermiued perspective angle a 

formed by common line 8 and X-ray path 12 to the target. 
since the right x-ray tube p2 will not be within the stereo 

a 
known distance d l  within the stereoscopic range is taken as 
a reference Pint.  The distance on X-ray path 16 from point 
P1 to the target 14 is also known. Using the distance d l  to 
PI. the distance on X-ray path 16 from point P1 to the target 

35 14, and the distance 12 from the target to the left X-ray tube 

and p are the necessary viewpoints from slightly different 

device of the invention. 

the luggage 
and right 

in the center-of-view Of the left of the left and right X-ray sources is less than the standard 
 pic distance, or A processor then seParatelY stores radio- 15 distance. In general the 

Normal stereoscopic vision depends essentially on the 
fact that each eye sees from a slightly different perspective. 3o bm, an dm point p1 spaced on common line 
The key to producing a stereoscopic display, then, is getting 
a to each eye. is merely the 
apparent displacement of a viewed point that results from a 

in the point of observation or frorn relocation from 
one viewing spot to another. me uses the differing 

to &me distances to objects bekg viewed. 
same effect lies at the heart of viewing stereo p& taken 

positioned left-to-right and then viewed through a s t e m  
a p i c  device the eyes send a sip@ to the e, which on 
fuaher processing, creates a perception of depth. It is this 40 
perception of depth that must be here,, to yield a 

L* a right perspective angle p can be d&XDlbed* Angles a 

per spec t ives  leading to a stern Pair. this angle p is 
known line 8 

distance to, a point p2* and the s-er 

from two lateral positions. When the stereo pair is properly 

tube can be moved away On 

can be used without cross exposwe interfereme. 
three dimensional effect. A system utilizing the approach discussed in conjunction 

with FIG. 2 is shown in FIG. 3. Track 20 canies left X-ray indicated previously, the degree of the effect 
&pen& on both the distance of the X-ray source to the source 30 that source bugh Plate 
projection plane or article, x-ray source s'Ppofi S2 carrying 
right X-ray s0-s. Too large a separation is very X-ray R on the Same back. For Comparison with FIG. 

of left and right x-ray souTces 3. Likewise angles a and p have been included in FIG. 3 for 

the separation of the left and 45 22, and Plate 24 

to resolve and is known as hyperstereo. It is this separation 

However, in the case of X-ray devices required for scanning 
a separation less than the hyperstereo distance is too close. 50 to maintain the 
T~ illustrate this FIG. 1 is given. Referring to that figure, 
X-ray sources 1 and 2 are illustrated, along with objects 4, 
on conveyor belt 6. A sensor or &&tor 7 is disposed within 
conveyor 6. It can be seen that the rays 1-g from two 

result being cross exposure interference producing an unde- 
sirable result. For stereo image pairs the images must be 
constrained not to overlap. BY the practice of th is  invention 
stereo pairs can be used to obtain three dimensional views of 
articles being 
this is accomplished a specific embodiment of the invention 
will now be described in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. 

SPECIFIC EMBODIMENT 

common line has been shown as a dashed line in 
is of con- hain. 

the purpose of clarification. Thus, x-ray tube L is mounted 
a, and x-ray tube is 

oriented to emit a collimated X-ray beam at the derived 

Referring now in g a d  to the Operation Of the system, 
for the Sake Of Clarity it has been assumed that the conveyor 

spa x-ray sowces 1 and 2 cross each other, the 55 is moving from left to right. Clearly if it is viewed as moving 
from right to left, the right perspective angle would be 
established first, and the left angle would be derived. 
Articles 36, such as luggage, P& being manufactured, or 
other objects being scanned are transported by conveyor belt 

For a better m w m & g  of how 60 37 driven in the U S d  ma~lller by mkl3 38 and 39 to 
-Port the Parcels through the COlhnkd fm-shaped 
X-ray Left sensor LS and right sensor RS are 
separately illuminated by the L and R X-ray sources respec- 
tively as the parcels pass between the X-ray sources and the 

65 left and right sensors. It remains to identify and combine the 
image data from the left and right sensors as explained in 
conjunction with FIG. 4. 

p* both to the common line '- 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic exemplification of cross expo- 
sure interference. 
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In FIG. 4 conveyor 41 is similar to belts used on con- fi-ame on belt 41, in primary amtroller 47. Since the luggage 

an encoded strip, preferably on its edge, bearing indicia for a piece of luggage shown in position as 52 above right 
use in defining ammihate, enabling asensor46 toread the sensor45 and the measurement at the left sensor in position 
positionofthebelt.Acoordinate&~alongthecircum- 5 as 51 will be the same. By using the coordinate 
ference of the belt is read by position sensor 46. A left X-ray measmmt, Primary controller 47 thus providas the stereo 
source 42 and left image sensor 43 are positioned above aud display device 48 with a left and right image for each eye as 
below the belt surface, respectively, at an angle necessary to previou~ly discussed This process runs continuousiy while 
m e t  the h- geometry m~ts of the the belt is in motion. since all image frame data is tagged 
as previously discussed. A right X-Ray source 44 and sensor 10 with the modma& * measullmlent, individual pieces of lug- 
45 are positionedatalocation fmhexdownthe belt away gage need not be sensed as a amtinmu process. In this 
from left image sensor43. The right X-ray sauce and sensor embodmen . t the stereo paifi are viewed by an operator on a 
are similarly above and w o w  the w t  at the negative display device-48 in the form of a monitor. Various other 
angle with respect to a mnmd to the belt surface. As viewingmethodsareavailableaswillbedescribedherein- 
explained hereinbefore, this geometry is required to achieve, 15 after. Based on the OW’S ~bservations commands 
without c r o s s - i n t e d ~  the formation of a 3D radiogmph be issued, for instance via 534 and the operator’s con td  
of objects placed on the helt. Position sensor 46 is placed panel 49 to adjust or change the belt speed, or to 
adjacent to the belt so that the encoded strip provides a stop andrevem the image stream. The operator can also 
continuous reading of the belt’s position.  he belt position place the machine in other umtrol modes. 
darafromposition sensor46 mlrausmittedviapath46uto 20 lhrning now to the initdimtion mode, this mode is used 
a primary controller 47. Primary amtroller 47 also receives to prepare the machine for use and to customize the rnachine 
X-ray radiographic image data from left sensor 43, and from for the unique physiological ch . -ticsofeadloperator. 
right sensor 45 via data paths 4% and 454 respectively. Since stereo vision depends not only on two eyes but on the 
Primary controller 47 is also cormected to an operator- role played by the brain, the ability to merge two perspez- 
amtrolled interface 49 via a data path 4%. prim;sty am- 25 tives into a single 3D image differs from individual to 
mller47isfurthercormectedviaadatapath&toa individual.Theprimaryfunctonofthei&bkationmode, 
stemxdisplay device 48, which is observed by a human then, is to provide adjustments of off-sets from the nominal 
operator 50. In addition. primary amtroller 47 is connected hyperstereo geometry to allow for an optimized condition 
to the ~omotordrivemechamsm 53by53u,allowingitto for each operator. The initdimtion mode also allows the 
control via a data path 53b the mller and belt system 41. 30 setting of operator passwords. Upon powering up the 
Functional controi of all operational modes of the luggage system, or on changing operators, the initdimtion mode 
scanner is under the control of the operator+xmtmlled mter- will be invoked so that apositive i&ntification of acatifud 

operatoral led  interface 49, and the !aeno&qhy specific &- can he set 
device 48. val-iotls operating modes can be initiated by 35 The third mode is the service mode. This mode provides 
human operator 50, llsing the operatorumtrolled interface formutine and diagnostic testing of the appaatw to inwne 
49. Examples of such modes are: the primary Operating proper operation and to perform pventive and corredive 
mode; the i n i w o n  mode, and the service mode all of : w n c e  of all subsystems. 
which wil l  now be described. OtherEmbOdiments 

In the specific embodiment illustrated a monitor and 
belt 41 will usually move without slipping on the belt’s primary controller were used for viewing a stereo pair. It is 
surface. The left and right source and sensor pain wi l l  send to be understood, however, that various means are available 
a sequential set of images to primary controller47. At the which enable the brain to merge the two Perspectives into 
same time belt position sensor 46 readings, which will one true 3D image. Such means are widely available. Hence, 
correspond to the belt’s position, wil l  he used to tag the left 45 except that they are essential for viewing, they are not apart 
and right senseddatawiththe c 4 m q x d q  . belt *-  ’ of this invention per se. Examples of such means m devices 
of a point appearing in the center-of-view of each sensor. which actually produce the image by themselves, glasses 
Since the centers-of-view of image sensors 43 and 45 rn which merely influence the way the user sees the image on 
fixed with respect to each other, and with respect to the belt a standard momtor, and special stereo-3D software. consid- 
position sensed by sensor 46, the center of view masure M ering these three means in greater detail, examples of 
ments are readily derived from the belt position sensor data devices which actually produce an image by themselves are 
The left sensor image data, along with the --of-view VR-helmets and head mounted devices. ’Ihese devices are 
measurement in belt coordinates, is stored in a sequential basically wearable monitors. To allow stereoscopic vision 
data structure in primary controller 47. Similarly, the right there is alit&le LCD orcRTmonitorfor each eye. Consumer 
sensor image data is stored for the right eye in a separate 5s productslikeVFX-1,i-glassesorcybermaxxhavetwoLCD 
sequential data structure along with its cmm-of-view mea- monitors with an effective resolution of about 263x240 
surement. When a piece of luggage 51 placed on the moving pixels ea& In addition some of these helmets have a head 
belt traverses between the left X-ray source 42 and left tracker which replaces or complements keyboard, mouse or 
sensor 43 as shown in the FIG. 4, the radiographic image of joystick input by head-movement. The hard and softwm 
the luggage along with the coordinate measurement of the 60 compatibility of these devices is good, since they do not 
centers-of-view in the belt’s reference frame are stored by need special graphics-modes or driver software for stereo- 
primary controller 47. The luggage then travemes the &- scopic vision, but they do require drivers for head tracking. 
tance to the right X-ray source 44 and right image sensor 45 Examples of glasses which just influence the way an 
and a second image for the right eye is made of the luggage image is seen on a standard monitor are liquid crystal 
piece as it passes into the field of view of the right system 65 Shutterglasses and Shutter-Screens with polarization 
as shown at 52 in FIG. 4. The right X-ray image data is glasses. Shutterglasses and Shutter-Screens are used in con- 
stored, along with the coordinate measurement or refermce junction with a normal cx&ubray-tube-monitor or projec- 

ventional luggage scanners except that the belt herein canies rarely moves without sliding the coordinate measurement of 

f m  49. The human-machine interface coIIsistcl of this OF - be made, and SO that the operator- 

In the primary operating mode, luggage placed on moving 40 
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tor. The two images required for stereoscopic vision are the perspective being an angle formed by the common line 
displayed on the standard monitor in turns. For a fraction of and a line to the target, permitting the left X-ray tube to emit 
a second the image dedicated to the left eye is displayed, a c0-M X-ray beam at an angle which is a left view- 
after that the -@ for the right eye for the Same point; computing means for determining a right perspective 
duration of time and SO on. The job of the glasses is to 5 angle, using the distance from the left x-ray tube to the 
prevent the left eye from seeing the image dedicated to the target, the distance from the left x-ray tube to an imaginary 
right eye and vice versa. To do this the light is blocked by point, and the distance from the imaginary point to the 

One way is to place the shutter on the monitor and watch it stereoscopic range on the common line between the tubes, 
through passive, non-electronic, polarization glasses. The io the fight perspective angle being a right view- 
other way is to build the shutters into the glasses. The point from a slightly different perspective leading to a stereo highest software compatibility is achieved by using a VGA- pair; a right X-ray tube support adapted to retain the right pass-through controller. These controllers are installed 
between graphics-board and the monitor, There are X-ray tube on the common line in its angular orientation to 

Other shutterglasses are linked to the software. It can thus be away from the left x-ray tube an actual distance Or stereo 
seen that various alternatives are available for viewing the base than normal stereo base to eliminate cross 
stereo pairs produced by this invention. exposure interference while sti l l  obtaining X-ray exposures 
In the light of the foregoing description of the invention from two SWdY different per~pe~tives; means owrating the 

modifications will OcCuI to those in the art. AS an example u) X-ray s0-s c o n k ~ o u ~ l ~ ;  a d i e a t o r  adapted to 
it can be seen that in addition to luggage the invention can sample radiographic images sensed by the left sensor and to 
be used for detecting contraband in schools, government d i s h a s h  XP- objects passing over the sensor; a pro- 

applications, even in hospitals. another modification, object Sensed by the left Sensor; an encoder adapted to sense 
to insure that the luggage does not slide, the conveyor belt 25 conveyor positions Of each Object, to match 
can be provided With ribs, ridges, or dividers and the radiographic data from the left sensor with corresponding 
addition, whereas the senwrs are shown within the conveyor radiographic data sensed by the right sensor, and to combine 
belt in FIG. 3 the X-ray beam angles can be adjusted so that the matched left and right data to form the 
the sensors can be placed at each end of the conveyor so that stereo pair for three-dimensional viewing. 
the conveyor will not receive x-ray radiation. AS s a l  30 2- The X-ray-based imaging system of claim 1 wherein 
another variation, one structural form the invention is illus- *e di- or includes a conveyor belt carrying an 
crated in m ~ .  5. that figure a housing 60 is provided in the encoded strip bearing indicia for use in defining a coordinate 
form of a tunnel having a 62 in the form of straps, in the belt’s reference frame, a position sensor adapted to 
and turrets 64 and 66 housing x-ray SO= supports 30 and read the coordinate, and an encoder adapted to derive a belt 
32. Housing 68 serves as an enclosure for the electronics 35 Psition 
described in conjunction with FIG. 4. Clearly the invention 
can be incorporated in my structure, or even in an open 
setup rather than the housing structure depicted in FIG. 5. 
Such ramifications and modifications are deemed to be 
within the scope of this invention. 

an LCD-“Shutter”. This Can be accomplished in tW0 Ways. target, the . Y *  point being a point which is within the 

several graphics bards with glasses controllers. 15 retain its de-4 right perspective angle, but S P ~  

building security, airport hand parcels, industrial processing CeSSOr adapted to Store SeP-lY radiographic data for each 

the coordinate. 
3. The X-mY-based imaging system of claim 2 wherein 

the Processor is a PriW controller adapted to Store right 
and left sensed radiographic image data along with the 
coo-, and to provide a stern Pair for a viewing means. 

4. The X-ray-based imaging system of claim 3 wherein 
the viewing means is a device which produces the stereo 
image by 

the viewing means is a pair of glasses which influences the 

6. The X-mY-bued imaging system of claim 3 wherein 
the viewing means is a standard monitor along with special 
stereo-3D 

What is claimed is: 
1. An X-ray-based imaging system providing stereoscopic 

right in a beneath two emitting tubes, the system 
including: left and right X-ray tubes aligned on a common 45 
line in the same plane above the PA; left and right x-ray 

disposed below the in alignment the 
tubes to sense X-rays emitted by the tubes; a left X-ray tube 
support adapted to constrain the left X-ray tube in a position 
a known distance from a target and at a known perspective, 

three-dimensional images of objects moving left to 5. The X-ray+& imaging system of claim 3 wherein 

a user sees the image- 

* * * * *  


